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	Book + Content Update Program

	

	“Beyond just describing the basics, this book dives into best practices every aspiring microservices developer or architect should know.”

	—Foreword by Corey Sanders, Partner Director of Program Management, Azure

	

	Microservice-based applications enable unprecedented agility and ease of management, and Docker containers are ideal for building them. Microsoft Azure offers all the foundational technology and higher-level services you need to develop and run any microservices application. Microservices with Docker on Microsoft Azure brings together essential knowledge for creating these applications from the ground up, or incrementally deconstructing monolithic applications over time.

	

	The authors draw on their pioneering experience helping to develop Azure’s microservices features and collaborating with Microsoft product teams who’ve relied on microservices architectures for years. They illuminate the benefits and challenges of microservices development and share best practices all developers and architects should know.

	

	You’ll gain hands-on expertise through a detailed sample application, downloadable at github.com/flakio/flakio.github.io. Step by step, you’ll walk through working with services written in Node.js, Go, and ASP.NET 5, using diverse data stores (mysql, elasticsearch, block storage). The authors guide you through using Docker Hub as a service registry, and Microsoft Azure Container service for cluster management and service orchestration.

	

	Coverage includes:

	
		Recognizing how microservices architectures are different, and when they make sense
	
		Understanding Docker containers in the context of microservices architectures
	
		Building, pulling, and layering Docker images
	
		Working with Docker volumes, containers, images, tags, and logs
	
		Using Docker Swarm, Docker Compose, and Docker Networks
	
		Creating Docker hosts using the Azure portal, Azure Resource Manager, the command line, docker-machine, or locally via Docker toolbox
	
		Establishing development and DevOps environments to support microservices applications
	
		Making the most of Docker’s continuous delivery options
	
		Using Azure’s cluster and container orchestration capabilities to operate and scale containerized microservices applications with maximum resilience
	
		Monitoring microservices applications with Azure Diagnostics, Visual Studio Application Insights, and Microsoft Operations Management Suite
	
		Developing microservices applications faster and more effectively with Azure Service Fabric
	
		An extensive sample application demonstrating the microservices concepts discussed throughout the book is available online



	In addition, this book is part of InformIT’s exciting new Content Update Program, which provides content updates for major technology improvements! As significant updates are made to Docker and Azure, sections of this book will be updated or new sections will be added to match the updates to the technologies. As updates become available, they will be delivered to you via a free Web Edition of this book, which can be accessed with any Internet connection. To learn more, visit informit.com/cup.

	

	How to access the Web Edition: Follow the instructions inside to learn how to register your book to access the FREE Web Edition.
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Mouse Cell Culture: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology (1940))Humana Press, 2019

	This volume describes cell culture protocols for the maintenance, propagation, manipulation, and analysis of primary explanted cells from various mouse organ systems. After introductory chapters that examine the applicability of mouse models as a discovery tool and describe critical factors and variables that influence cell culture...
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Trading for a Living: Psychology, Trading Tactics, Money ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 1993
An eminent futures trader explores crucial factors in the markets that most experts overlook--time, volume and open interest--and describes little-known indicators to profitably track them. Covers all the popular technical approaches to futures, options and stock markets including Elliott Wave, oscillators, moving averages, Market Logic,...
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Moving to ASP.NET: Web Development with VB .NETApress, 2002

	Steve Harris shows current .NET developers (with programming experience) a brand new programming model that lets them immediately use ASP.NET to create Web applications, including both Web Form applications and Web Services.
...
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The Linux Programming Interface: A Linux and UNIX System Programming HandbookNo Starch Press, 2010

	
		The Linux Programming Interface is the definitive guide to the Linux and UNIX programming interface—the interface employed by nearly every application that runs on a Linux or UNIX system.

	
		In this authoritative work, Linux programming expert Michael Kerrisk provides detailed descriptions of the system calls...
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Birds of the West Indies (Princeton Field Guides)Princeton Press, 2003

	Fully illustrated, easy to use, and completely up-to-date, Birds of the West Indies is the only field guide that covers all of the bird species known to occur in the region--including migrants and infrequently occurring forms. Each species is represented by a full description that includes identification field marks, status and range,...
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Flat Belly Cookbook For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	The fast and easy way to get a flatter belly


	Tens of thousands of Americans have changed their bodies—and their lives—with the help of the recipes and guidelines developed to eliminate body fat. Flat Belly Cookbook For Dummies includes an overview of the belly fat; grocery shopping and pantry stocking tip;...
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